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Slipstream products are extensively and exclusively used by some 
of the world’s leading car wash manufacturers including:

ABOUT US
Slipstream is a brand designed and developed exclusively for the car wash industry. It is not 
available for sale to the public and is exclusively used by car wash operators around the world.
Slipstream is manufactured in Australia, USA and is sold in these markets as well as New 
Zealand, China and the Middle East.

The Slipstream brand was first launched in 2005 with its world class leading product 
“Slipstream 30” which was the world’s first 30 day protectant wax incorporating a drying agent, 
eliminating the need for two products. (Wax and Drying agent)

Through years of innovation and constant development the Slipstream brand incorporates a 
leading range of car wash products including Pre-Soaks, Tyre and Engine Cleaner, Aqua Foam 
and Slipstream 30 Drying agent and wax.



Available to be used in
following applications:

• TUNNEL
• TOUCH FREE
• SELF SERVE

Fuze Flex is a powder based Pre-Soak delivering the best wash results via a complex blend of 
surfactants and alkaline cleaning agents that are used to efficiently clean off both organic and 
inorganic matter. Fuze Flex chemistry is anionic (Negatively charged ions) resulting in quick, 
prompt and efficient pre-soak process and eliminating dirt, grime, road matter off your 
customer’s vehicles.

Fuze Flex comes in two different ways:
 1. In a ready to use concentrated solution in 5ltr, 20ltr, 60ltr and 205ltr drums.
 2. In a 20kg box format where you place 2x boxes in our chemical mixing drum
  then add water.

The box format is our most popular format as it enables huge savings in freight as you are no 
longer freighting water. When you place our box format into our mixing tank the product stays 
in solution and is a set and forget process and does not need constant supervision or attention.



McElrea Racing is the #1 Racing Services Provider in Australia and we currently compete and win 
in the Porsche Carrera Cup, Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge and the Australian GT championships.

It is a known fact the FE is the easiest particle to 
remove from the wheel and is why most wheel and 
brake dust cleaners only manage to remove 90-95% 
of the brake dust found on wheels.

Our chemistry via research and development has 
allowed us to remove the hardest compound left on 
the wheel which is Carbon. Carbon generally needs 
heavy agitation to remove, however our SlipStream 
Carbon 7 product is designed to get behind the Carbon 
and remove it through a complex blend of surfactants.

SlipStream Carbon 7 has been designed and developed 
in the toughest conditions as we were approached by 
McElrea Racing to provide chemicals to keep their 
racing cars in pristine condition.

SlipStream Carbon 7 is the leading wheel 
cleaning product on the market and has 
been built around the following key points:

  •  93% of break dust collected
     on wheels in FE (Part Iron)
  •  The other 7% is Carbon

“The SlipStream range has been so effective for the McElrea Racing team and our fleet of racing cars. In particular we use the
SlipStream 60 product and the Carbon 7 which has been instrumental in keeping our wheels in showroom condition and 
removing all the hard to clean brake dust. Our brakes reach temperatures of around 700 degrees and the Carbon 7 is the only 
product that removes all the contaminants on the wheels. We don’t have to scrub, just spray on and wash off”  − Andy McElrae

BEFORE AFTER



Aqua Foam delivers thick rich creamy foam in a formula fortified with wetting agents and 
lubricants to increase the lubricity and density of the foam. This biodegradable cleaning 
solution is excellent for self service, tunnel wash and rollover systems. For great customer 
appeal, Aqua Foam is available in Red, Blue and Yellow foam.

Application:  Aqua Foam is formulated for dilution rate from 200:1 to 400:1 (depending on 
equipment)

Aqua Foam
Ultimate

Aqua Foam Ultimate

Slipstream 30 is a premium protective sealant. It is applied directly to the vehicle’s surface 
through a rinse arch or foaming stick. As it cures, it forms a protective film on all exterior 
surfaces, enhancing paint work and mouldings. It also helps repel excess water in the rinse 
process.

Slipstream 30 helps repel dirt and other environmental contaminants and gives your vehicle 
unrivaled protection and shine you can see. Slipstream 30 lasts up to 30 days.

Slipstream 30

Slipstream 30



Slipstream 60 is applied during the towel drying 
process. This foaming hand wax adds an extra durable 
shine to all vehicle surfaces. Slipstream 60 provides 
long lasting protection and will not fog or haze 
mouldings or bumpers.

Slipstream 60 is user friendly, customer appealing and 
adds a deep shine or paintwork for up to 60 days.

Slipstream 60

Slipstream Wheel Bling is easily applied with a hand 
or pressurised sprayer. It repels break dust and other 
road contaminants normally found on wheel surfaces. 

Wheel Bling will protect your after market or factory 
wheels between applications and will keep them 
looking their best.

Wheel Bling

X-Factor polish is a premium carnauba wax polish 
with UV inhibitors, slick gloss polish and paint 
protection.

Slipstream X-Factor



Slipstream Air Care will treat odours throughout the 
cabin and right through the air-conditioning system, 
removing mould and bacteria as it does so. It does not 
mask odours, but neutralises the particles that create 
odour and kills bacteria in evaporative coolers.

Slipstream Air Care

Slipstream UPS provides quality paint protection and 
comes with a 12-month guarantee. If within 12 months 
of the application you feel it’s ceased to be effective, 
you will receive a second application free of charge 
with your next carwash.

Ultimate Paint Sealant

DEODORISING, DISINFECTING & SAFELY SANITISING
Effective interior vehicle treatment, removing bacteria, 
fungus, odours, mould & viruses

MEDIMAX is an interior disinfecting, sanitisation 
treatment with a phenomenal wide spectrum germ kill 
ability. Medimax has a film forming residual, leaving 
the interior surfaces of the treated vehicle medically 
safer and more hygienic for the driver and passengers.

Medimax



TESTIMONIALS
‘Do yourself a favour and see with your own eyes how magnificent the
products from Australia under the Brand Name SLIPSTREAM perform!’

“My name is Jeff Coplin and I have been in the full service carwash and detailing business since 1996. When put to test, the guys 
in my detail shop said they liked SLIPSTREAM waxes and polishes the best. They are user friendly and come off easily without 
leaving white residue on the black trim. We use Gold Wax for our $49.99 Hand Wax, Blue Wax when we need both a polish and 

a wax and X Factor for the longest lasting protection (12 months) when we perform a clay, polish a wax for $150.00.

To boost your carwash sales, we use SLIPSTREAM 60 as a part of a wash at $39.99 which provides 60 days of protection. We 
quadrupled our carwash sales at the $39.99 price point! The labour needed is maybe 20 seconds to walk around the car and 
spray it on the wet car before you dry it. The shine is brilliant on the windows and the body. I like that there are no mechanical 

parts to break down and the can is the size of a beer so it is easy to place a can at each point you finish cars.

For interior steam cleaning we use their citrus product which you can cut with water 20 to 1. I invite you to call me if you have any 
questions or come by the carwash anytime and observe these great products in action.”

“Hoppy’s Car Wash chain extensively use all slipstream products and have done since 2005. We have over ten locations with 
various wash styles including, express friction tunnels, hand wash tunnels, touch free automatics and self serve. We find the 

products to be of superior quality, consistent and deliver the to the high wash standard we and our customers expect.
I cant recommend them enough.”

“New Zealand is a country of vast climate changes and road conditions which include hot and humid summers and cold winters 
with snow and lots of hard to clean road grime. I have chosen to use Slipstream exclusively on my 140 foot express tunnel in 
Christchurch as I see the benefits they bring to my wash. Auto Express Wash can’t thank Slipstream enough and recommend the 

range including Fuze Flex which is the most efficient Pre-Soak we have seen in the market.”
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JEFF COPLIN
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